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The reason? 

Favourable legislation recently put in place for recreational Cannabis 

use worldwide. 

 21 states in the US have already legalised the adult use of marijuana 
for recreational purposes and this number continues to grow. 

Indeed, the U.S, Canada, and the soon-to-be regulated markets of 
the European Union are spearheading this revolution with 

unprecedented swiftness. 



However, the pent-up-demand for such regulation doesn’t 
necessarily translate into effective deployment. As such, there are still 

many teething problems.

Background
The cannabis industry is about to experience a period of 

exponential growth. 
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High Barriers to Entry
Starting a cannabis enterprise requires large initial investments in both time 
and capital. The reasons are simple; there are high licence fees, taxes, and, to top 
it off, it’s incredibly difficult to attain funding. Cannabis companies may not 
attain small business loans and frequently encounter trouble when forging lines 
with credit institutions. 



Despite all these challenges, the cannabis industry continues to be the most 
meaningful opportunity of our lifetime.

Lack of investment opportunities
In the current state of the market, with consumer prices up 9.1 percent over the 
year ending June 2022, ordinary individuals are finding it difficult to protect the 
real value of their savings. Demand for passive income streams is sky-high.

Low-quality cannabis circulating 
the market
The lack of adequate growing facilities around the world leads to poor-quality 
cannabis. This has a knock-on effect, damaging the potential benefits of the 
industry. Studies suggest that smoking lower quality cannabis can increase the 
likelihood of unwanted side effects such as headaches and dry mouth. This is 
mostly because it travels long distances after being crammed into small 
packages. There’s certainly a need for better supply infrastructure in the US.

The lack of a unifying Web3 solution
Studies estimate 420m crypto owners worldwide today, while a record 275% 
increase between January 2021 and January 2022 figures can be noted. 
Skyrocketing adoption of crypto and blockchain-based technologies, following a 
global pandemic which has pushed many into the online working world means 
that the market is calling for Web3 solutions. The cannabis industry is no 
exception.
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In short – a solution is needed. Here’s where the JuicyFields 
DAO steps in, with the goal of creating a sustainable 
universe that generates interstellar benefits for JuicyFields 
DAO members.

Introducing 

the JuicyFields DAO

The platform sources the best cannabis and cannabis-derived products for the 
best prices for its "e-growers", all the while providing a seamless experience by 
combining crypto and cash transactions through a KYC and trusted processing 
system.



"E-growers" of the new platform use their cash to buy "tokens." The Token, in 
turn, is then utilised in a closed-loop platform to transact in the following ways:

 To purchase Cannabis or Cannabis-derived products OTC;
 To have a specific strain or plant procured, grown and delivered over a 150-

day period;
 To purchase shares in the company’s cannabis grow, cannabis extraction and 

cannabis manufacturing facilities –, all licensed and GMP certified;
 To purchase governance tokens which may be used to influence company 

decisions. 
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Total funding is 5,500,000 million Euros.



The market capitalization of the project stands at 5,500,000 
Euros. There will be two main kinds of tokens 

in the ecosystem built to reflect this:

 The Phoenix JuicyFields DAO token, $PJFD, will reflect 
the ownership of assets. These will have a fixed value of 
1:1 to the Euro. This is reflected in their maximum supply 
of 2,805,000.

 The Dosh JuicyFields DAO token, $DJFD, will reflect 
purchases. These will have a fixed value of 10:1 to the 
euro. This is reflected in their 26,950,000 maximum 
supply. 

Tokenomics
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Dosh tokens $DJFD will be unlocked to buy individual NFT plants with other 
partners. From time to time, large issues per project will be emitted, when 
liquidity is needed. The same would apply to emitting $PJFD for high profile 
investment that aims to leverage investment with ownership. 

The circumstances of emission will depend on demand for $DJFD. 



The DAO and recovery team will deposit €2,000,000 

to cover the day-to-day expenses of the platform. In exchange, the DAO will 
receive €4,000,000 million in JuicyFields Dosh Tokens ($DJFD) nominal value 
of each $DJFD  0.10 euro cents.



The DAO and recovery team can in example sell these tokens privately to 
compensate for treasury deposits or even hold  on to the tokens and sell with 
value increase (the possibility  of decrease is compensated by ratio 1:2). 

The tokens will be distributed accordingly to the community-staked 
organisation who are tasked with helping small companies scale their brand.



Token issuer is the subject of discussion, it could be Brikken ( brickken.com ) or 
another provider. It can also be a proprietary node and a scratch-made custom 
smart contract to underlie the token's functionality.
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Bespoke Farming
On the JuicyFields DAO platform, a member can secure their choice of a 
specific strain of cannabis plant for personal use. We, in turn, procure, grow, 
and deliver said plant. When they buy a plant for us to grow at €60.00 ($DJFD), 
we will grow and look after that plant at one of our JuicyFields DAO-licensed or 
JuicyFields DAO affiliated indoor grow plant facilities over the 150-day growth 
period. 




The member contracts us to act as their farmer – to grow, harvest, dry, trim, and 
clean their cannabis plant. Also, they entrust us to eventually courier the final 
dried flower generated by their specific plant right to their doorstep. 

Our bespoke farming utility does away with the concept of failed "investments" 
into the cannabis industry by buying plants for a guaranteed return.

There are a number of unique benefits to this procedure:

 We guarantee a minimum yield of 30 grams;

 The yield for each plant can be up to 120 grams of high-quality cannabis. This 
is incredibly good value.

 All plants grown by us will always be insured, so investments are secured. 
Suppose we fail to deliver the minimum of 30 grams due to crop failure 
(which is highly unlikely). In that case, you get your purchase amount back in 
tokens.

 You may contract us to sell your cannabis to one of our wholesale clients. In 
this case, we offer a full refund in tokens in addition to 30% of the sale profits. 
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Marketplace

Our second major product is our ‘Virtual Shopping Platform’ – for all your 
Cannabis and hemp-related needs. 



Once you become a JuicyFields DAO club member, you will automatically have 
access to the JuicyFields DAO virtual shopping platform, where you will be 
able to buy

 Any of our cannabis plants producing top class cannabis buds

 Any one of our Cannabis derived natural medicines vetted and tested to help 
with various illnesses

 Any of our raw materials, such as THC cannabis extracted concentrates, 
distillates, isolates, and or refined oils, should you wish to manufacture your 
own natural remedies and products;

 A range of commercially tested and approved equipment and product 
solutions, should you wish to start your own grow facility in your country of 
residence. 



JuicyFields DAO members can purchase these pre-approved and tested 
products at membership prices, typically at a deep discount from retail 
outlets.
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Wallet

The wallet enables users to: 


— Buy and sell tokens from JuicyFields DAO; 


— Buy and sell Crypto: 


— Pay third-party accounts;


— Conduct financial cash transfers (SEPA & SWIFT) as crypto deposits and 
transfers; 


— Convert cash into crypto on our platform and vice versa, providing a ‘one-
stop’ banking solution for all your future financial transactions.

Many DAOs are relying on multisig to manage their funds, 
which allows a group to digitally sign a single document.

Multisig wallets lock funds into a specific smart contract 
and all transactions can be verified on the blockchain. 

This way there is maximum transparency and security 

in transactions without anyone having the private keys 

to the wallet.

Both private and commercial member wallet accounts will be on offer. You can 
also open a wallet account for your company with JuicyFields DAO.



Moreover, the JuicyFields DAO will utilise a world-leading, up-and-coming 
smart contract platform named DERO. Bitcoin's privacy problem was solved by 
the cryptocurrency coin Monero. Similarly, Ethereum’s privacy problem can be 
solved by the smart contract token DERO.



Our provision of such a wallet and use of DERO’s technology propels our 
product into the realm of Web3, offering our users all the benefits of 
decentralisation.
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A combination of a borderless banking solution generating transaction fees, 

a cannabis product platform from where individuals can buy any natural 
remedies and products, or on which cannabis companies can market their 
own Cannabis infused products at a 15% kickback fee to the platform owners, 
all secured by a growing portfolio of cannabis operative assets such as grow 
houses, manufacturing facilities, even JuicyFields DAO's own licensed pharma 
manufacturing company, will exponentially increase the value of tokens year on 
year. The marketing and promotion of this offering under this Phase can then 
be done in line with and through your proposed Decentralised Autonomous 
Organization.

Investment portal

JuicyFields DAO will issue 1.7 billion "Tokens" on offer at par value (or an initial 
discount to JuicyFields DAO members) for 100% control of an asset company 
focussed on establishing, procuring, and acquiring Cannabis grow facilities, 
cannabis extraction facilities, cannabis manufacturing facilities/companies, all 
licensed and GMP certified. 



Members can, in other words, acquire a % of the holding company that will own 
all these assets. The fundraising is based on the sale of these 1.7 billion "tokens," 
the proceeds of which will be used to finance the proposed asset acquisitions, 
as well as the platform itself, which in turn will afford the token holders to own 
the platform as well as supporting assets to the platform. 



Since a fixed number of "tokens" will be issued under this plan, the tokens will 
become a commodity to trade, essentially turning these tokens into a new 
JuicyFields DAO Crypto coin. Investors who did not buy into the initial token 
release will then be allowed to buy tokens from holders at a premium. 

After 12 months of the business being built, 

an investment portal will be launched. 
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Roadmap
Q4 - 2022
Project List:

Q1 - 2023

Q2 - 2023

Q3 - 2023 Tokenization

(Test Token Platform) 

Q3 - 2023 Tokenization

(Beta Deployment) 

Technology Development
 Token Platfor
 Wallet Platform Integratio
 Website enhancements

Business Development
 Business Development Europ
 Europe GMP Facility

Marketing Developmen
 Design Rebrandin
 Media Kit

Community Developmen
 Community Roadmap

DAO Data Development
 Inhouse Project: Aggregate value
 Wiki

DAO - Developmen
 DAO Constitutio
 Lega
 Financ
 HR & Talent Management

DAO Establishment 

and Governance

DAO Community Management
 Community Lift Up (Instagram, Tik Tok, 

Twitter, YouTube etc.); - (Q1 - Q2
 Community Engagement: Q

 Newsletter
 TG Federation Channels launc
 Website

 WP Publishing and Adoption - Q
 DAO Constitution - Q
 Legal Entities - Q
 Finance - Q
 HR & Talent Management - Q
 IT & Security - Q
 DAO Content Authoring - Q1

 Social media campaigns
 Community launch
 Fundraising - Private offer of 

$DJFD tokens as per the 
tokenization schedule.

DAO Tech Development
 Token Platfor
 Wallet Platform Integratio
 Website enhancement
 Digital Platfor

 Definition and Development of 
Tokenomic

 Select  Token issuer (Tokensoft)

DAO Business  Development

DAO Establishment and Governance
DAO Marketing & Design

DAO Customer Support

 GMP Production facilities
 Partnership
 Sales,
 Distribution
 Purchasing

 Check & Change

Design and create JFD Tokens 

(Phoenix and Dosh)
Identify issuer and test for following

 Regulatory Diligenc
 Community Onboardin
 KYC & AML Check
 Investor Accreditation

 Rebrandin
 Product developmen
 Implementation

 Backlog clearin
 Team training and developmen
 Team buildin
 Conflict resolution

 Sale Managemen
 Distribution (Airdrops
 Institutional Suppor
 Sybil Resistanc
 Auditing & Reporting
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Legal statement 
& References 
Every potential investor should seek independent professional advice before 
acting on any information listed in the JuicyFields DAO white paper. These 
forward-looking statements apply only as of the date of the release of the white 
paper and are subject to change. 

Nothing in the current information can be or may be relied on as a promise, 
statement or guarantee of JuicyFields DAO's future performance or policies. In 
addition, even if new information or other events occur in the future, JuicyFields 
DAO is not responsible for updating any of these forward-looking statements or 
publicly announcing revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect 
future developments, events or circumstances.



Should users of the platform wish to start their own grow facility in their country 
of residence, a licence or permit may be required in your country for this 
purpose. In that case, it is the user’s sole responsibility to apply for and secure 
such a permit or licence and JuicyFields DAO holds the right to absolve itself 
from any legal liability in this regard.

Moreover, users are responsible for independently registering and paying taxes 
according to the tax legislature in place in their country of residence. JuicyFields 
DAO does not calculate, pay or advise regarding taxes and absolves itself from 
liability regarding affiliate tax handling. Customers are additionally aware that 
an EU-GMP gateway is required for the platform owners to legally import and 
distribute any cannabis products containing THC into Europe.
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